
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of account service. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for account service

Request, track & distribute all customer confirmation samples, ad and test
samples
Work cross functionally with the Supply Chain, DH, IT, Accounting and
Production Teams to coordinate and ensure delivery by specified dates
Co-ordinates and plans required meetings at a frequency determined by the
customer to plan, coordinate, and schedule MSS work events
Act as liaison to management and perform other duties as assigned by the
District Service Manager
Proactively offer insight and input into customer referrals utilizing the referral
to distribution process and guidelines
Support upside opportunities through managing case by case scenarios for
fee application through communication, enforcement, and identifying billing
opportunities
Lead, or participate in, Customer Service key strategic initiatives
Effective coverage of current install-base customers (teaching hospitals,
private hospitals, clinics, diagnostics centers, packagers, Ministry of Health, )
to understand their needs by capturing the voice of the customer and
Create and deliver time-lined IM plans for transition, device deployment,
customer education
Act as a SME within specific services and deploys knowledge management
strategy for area’s

Example of Account Service Job Description
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At least 3-5 years of customer service/account management experience
Purchasing, production and or distribution experience in fashion industry
highly desirable
Minimum two years’ work experience in sales administrative support role
The ideal candidate will have a minimum of 3-5 years of solution sales
experience - HVAC and Building Automation systems related service
agreements
Must have a proven track record of developing and closing net new business
The ideal candidate will have a minimum of 3-5 years of solution sales
experience with a focus on service agreements related to commercial HVAC
and Building Automation systems


